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Abstract— Autonomous navigation of small Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs) in cluttered environments is still a challenging
problem. In this work, we present an approach based on graph
slam and loop closure detection for online mapping of unknown
outdoor environments using a small UAV. Here, we used an
onboard front facing stereo camera as the primary sensor. The
data extracted by the cameras are used by the graph-based slam
algorithm to estimate the position and create the graph-nodes
and construct the map. To avoid multiple detections of one
object as different objects and to identify re-visited locations,
a loop closure detection is applied with optimization algorithm
using the g2o toolbox to minimize the error. Furthermore, 3D
occupancy map is used to represent the environment. This
technique is used to save memory and computational time
for the online processing. Real experiments are conducted in
outdoor cluttered and open field environments.The experiment
results show that our presented approach works under real
time constraints, with an average time to process the nodes of
the 3D map is 17.79ms
I. INTRODUCTION
In last decades the use of autonomous small Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has been increased rapidly in military
and civil applications. This was mainly lead by the advances
in the reduction of the electronics, increment of the com-
putational power capabilities and the compact size and high
maneuverability of this type of UAVs. Recent applications
include package delivery, traffic surveillance, search and
rescue, target tracking, aerial photography, 3D modeling. For
instance, during package delivery, the UAV has to navigate in
unknown environments at low altitudes. When a UAV flies at
low altitude in urban scenarios, GPS accuracy is not enough
to localize precisely the UAV. As shown in Figure 1, when
the UAV is flying at low altitude, trees and buildings can
partially block or reflect the GPS signal of different satellites.
In this case either we have to use an accurately predefined
map or we need to generate the precise online map. Even if
we use predefined map it is obvious that new objects could
be added over the time, especially in urban environments. A
solution for this type of environments is the online 3D map
generation. With the help of real time 3D maps, it is possible
to retrieve the obstacle position, shape, size, distance from
the sensor and to generate the shortest safe path to reach the
desired destination.
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Online map generation is still consider as challenging
in terms of computation and real time constraints, and
even more when the data is processed onboard. Since this
work concentrates on the unknown environment in outdoor
scenario, we focus on 3D online map generation problem.
In this paper, we address the issue of the online mapping
of the outdoor environment by combining the graph based
slam and loop closure detection algorithm. All the data
extracted from the environment have been processed online
and onboard, and computational capability is proven through
the real time experiments. To the best of our knowledge it
is the first approach in the literature combining graph slam,
loop closure detection algorithm using the g2o optimization
method applied to UAVs using a stereo camera.
Fig. 1. illustration of the outdoor scenario
The paper is organized as follows, section II shows the
current state of the art. Section III explains the methods of
graph slam and global loop closure detection, IV describes
the experiments and its setup, Section V presents the discus-
sion from the results obtained and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
The online map construction in mobile robotics classi-
cally implemented by using Simultaneous Localization And
Mapping (SLAM) [6]. The SLAM algorithm depends on
a perception system to extract the information from the
environment. It is especially important in the scenarios where
the GPS information is partially not available or not precise
enough to process it. Sensors like RGB-D cameras [15],
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Laser [18], monocular camera [21], and stereo cameras
[3] are used mobile robotics applications. The selection
of the appropriate sensors suit depends on many factors,
such as the robot’s payload capability, computational power,
light variations, size of the environment, color intensities,
or the textures richness of the outdoor scenario. Based on
the reduced weight, price and high efficiency and scenario
characteristics, which will be shown in section IV we choose
a stereo camera for this work, as shown in Figure 2. Hence in
this paper, we focus on stereo vision based online mapping
of outdoor environments.
Fig. 2. setup of stereo camera and onboard computer
Vision based mapping is an active research topic in the
recent years [10] [25] [17] and its already proven in aerial
robotics [9]. For real time 3D environment exploration the
trade off is in between the mapping and localization methods.
Here using the visual data, the construction of the map
and calculation of a precise trajectory inside the map can
be done by using visual slam [4] [10]. Slam problem is
usually defined in probabilistic form. This comprises two
fundamental slam techniques called online slam and full
slam.
Online slam is represented as p(xt,m|z1:t, U1:t), where xt,
z1:t and U1:t denote the pose, measurements and control,
respectively. It calculates the pose at the time ′t′ and it does
not take into account the past measurements. On the other
hand, the full slam takes the past and present measurements
to calculate the pose as shown in equation (1).
p(x1:t,m|z1:t, U1:t) (1)
State of the art includes Extended Kalman Filter SLAM
(EKF-SLAM), particle filter, graphical model based ap-
proaches. In this work [8] it is shown in the result that the
classical EKF-SLAM is inconsistent. Even with the further
improvements presented in [7], this approach presents a
lack of accuracy when it is used in large scale mapping
scenarios [14]. The uses of the particle filter technique [23]
is well known in landmark-based and grid representations
[26]. According to [24], particle filter has some basic lim-
itations due to its bounded number of particles required to
estimate the pose and trajectory. This number can increase
enormously depending on the noise of the sensor. Recent
developments in the SLAM community based on graph-
SLAM provides accuracy and computational efficiency. This
method calculates the pose of the system and store it in
the nodes. Each node is connected with the one which
has the geometrical transformation. Sensor measurements
are used as constraints in between them. These connections
between are called edges. In this work [20] the system of
equations are analyzed from the graph-SLAM to reduce the
noise coming out of the raw measurements by a global
optimization. They follow the Gauss-Newton optimization
approach which is critical for long-term online mapping.
This is then improved by conjugate gradient optimization
technique [27]. Later in [11] it is proposed a method that
selects the specific variables needed for efficient optimization
operation. In real time experiments, it is essential to keep
the memory under real time constraints. To save memory
loop closure detection method is useful for identifying the
previously detected location using differential reference [12].
It saves processing time once it is marked as previous
visited location. By combining the graph-SLAM and global
loop closure detection we can get an efficient and accurate
map online. However the optimization techniques used can
impede the process due to the online constraints which is
decided by the size of the environment. By applying the
graph slam and global loop closure detection with open
source g2o optimization technique [16] to minimize the error,
we showed the efficient online mapping from the small UAV.
For representation of 3D model of the map we used the open
source library octomap [13] which is proven to be memory
efficient to get the known, unknown and free spaces inside
the map.
Here in this paper, we focuses on the real time experiments
for outdoor large scale as well as cluttered environment.
While doing the long term operations we demonstrated the
computational time processing of the onboard computer.
III. METHODOLOGY
In the present work the forward looking stereo camera is
used as main sensor and the sift algorithm[19] is applied to
detect and extract features from the environment. Figure 3
shows the stereo coordinate system.
Fig. 3. geometry of the stereo camera setup
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where, (X,Y,Z) are the 3D point in the world coordinate
system. fx , fy are the focal lengths. Next to that cx , cy are
the principal point in the center of the image and u , v are
points in the camera coordinate system. Here, the disparity
map d is calculated by,
d = XL −XR (3)
The 3D point from each pair of images are calculated using
equation 4,
Z = fB/d (4)
where B, d, f are the baseline between two cameras,
disparity and focal length respectively. More details found
in [5]
The calculation of the pose and map have been done using
graph-SLAM with global loop closure detection. The graph-
SLAM is independent of size and time and it stores the
pose information in nodes at each frame acquired. Here, the
time t is discrete. The UAV pose associated to the stereo
camera system and the individual sensor measurements are
represented by xt and zt respectively. The UAV pose and
measurement at time t is represented by xt and zt respec-
tively. The individual sensor measurement for the image is
denoted by zt.
A. Graph-SLAM
In the graph-SLAM the pose of the UAV is stored in the
form of nodes which are connected by edges, according to
the increment of the measurements as shown in Figure 4. In
this Figure x1, x2, x3, .....xt represents the nodes. Each node
stores the absolute pose with respect to the first node, which
are calculated from the stereo images.
Fig. 4. Node representation in graph slam
The estimation of the pose to store in the ith node at time
t is based on the raw sensor data zit. This data is processed
and generates a new ith node based on the detection of
the features present in that image captured at time t. This
information can contain some noise that can generate an error
in the pose estimation between consecutive nodes. This error
is defined by,
ei,j(x) = fi,j(x)− ci,j (5)
where, xi and xj denotes the absolute pose of ith and jth
consecutive nodes respectively. fi,j(x) is the function that
measures the transformation from node i to node j and ci,j
denotes the constraints of the odometry displacement for the
mentioned nodes.
Here the cost function Fi,j(x) is defined as the trans-
formation from the ith to the jth node as it is shown in
equation 6 where Ωi,j is the information matrix contains the
measurement of the respective nodes.
Fi,j = e
T
i,jΩi,jei,j (6)
Equation 7 is to find the optimized value of x∗
x∗ = arg min
x
F (x) (7)
B. Global loop closure detection
The global loop closure detection is and algorithm used
to find and match data from previously visited locations. For
example, if the UAV reach a location that is already stored,
then the mentioned algorithm will recognize the location
and identify the represented node. This algorithm also used
to match the detection done in previous frame with the
following one. In that way an object which is detected in
various frames is detected always as one single object and
as new object in each frame. Besides it also have been
proven for memory efficient [1] in large size scenarios. This
loop closure detection is determined using the bag of words
method [28].
In general, the bag of words approach is a method of
image classification. With this method we index the node
information based on the image information. When new
image information is processed, it is compared with the
stored data using bayesian filters. Equation 8 shows the
mentioned filter.
p(St|It) = ηp(It|St)p(St|It−1) (8)
Where It = I0, I1, ...It, It is the current image, St is
the random image information obtained from the bag of
words database, which conform the loop closure hypothesis.
Figure 5 illustrate the loop closure procedure based on the
probability event .
Equation 9 shows the previous equation rewritten in terms
of measurements zt.
p(St|zt) = ηp(zt|St)p(St|zt−1) (9)
Here It is replaced by the sequence of sensor measurement
represented as zt
The loop closure detection can be erroneous if the same
features of the images are perceived as different. This will
have influence in the nodes containing the poses related to
these images and its edges. To optimize this problem we
used the open source c++ framework called g2o [16].
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Fig. 5. Methodology
IV. EXPERIMENTS
To validate the implemented approach we conducted a
series of experiments in outdoor environments with a real
quadrotor. The areas for the two experiments were selected
based on the characteristics of them. First experiment sce-
nario was set on a low density forest (cluttered environment).
The purpose of this specific scenario is to check how the
implemented approach performs in an environment where
objects are very similar and features from different trees can
be wrongly matched to one single tree or trees detected in
the past. The second scenario was, on the other hand, set on
an open field with one single obstacle. This one was selected
to evaluate the approach in a scenario with a reduced number
of features.
A. Experiment setup
The quadrotor used in this work is the DJI matrice 100
[2] shown in figure 6. All the processing and computations
are done in the onboard computer (arm processor) [22].
The onboard computer has installed ubuntu 14.04 and the
Indigo version of the Robotic Operating System (ROS). The
customized software was installed in this processor.
We use a stereo camera system with two ueye cameras
separated by a baseline of 19cm as shown in figure 6. The
maximum resolution of the camera is 752 x 480 pixels,
however to reduce the computational cost and to increase the
number of frames per seconds we reduce the resolution by
half pf the maximum resolution i.e 376 x 240 at 30 frames
per second. It has global shutter and the sensor model is
named as MT9V032C12STC. The stereo camera have been
calibrated previously. The main advantage of this setup is that
it is easy to build, lightweight and the distance between the
camera can be adjusted. This stereo camera is not hardware
triggered. The delay between images (left and right) are
approximated every 15 frames. This simple setup is mounted
on the front of quadrotor platform as shown in figure 6.
Fig. 6. UAV mounted with the stereo camera
Fig. 7. Octomap and UAV trajectory
B. Case 1 : Cluttered environment
To test our approach, we choose a cluttered environment
with varying illumination condition and also with similar
features to check the robustness of the loop closure algo-
rithm. This environment consists of trees located in narrow
space as shown in figure10. The ground surface is not even
and the illumination condition change when the unstructured
trees creating sparse shadow. We fly manually the UAV
inside the unstructured, unknown environment at an altitude
of 2 meters. The algorithm started to compute the initial
odometery after 6.278 milliseconds. Even though, the high
similarity between the tress present in the environment,the
algorithm predicted the keypoint features and process the
odometry correctly. Figure 11 shows the keypoint features
in yellow and the blue color represents the odometry.
The odometry data started to generate at 1.5 m from
the staring point. The average and maximum time taken to
process the node indexes were 9.691 ms and 28.43 ms as
shown in figure 15. In figure 7it is shown the octomap map
in green color and the trajectory of the UAV in blue color.
The odometry of the UAV is shown in figure 8. The GPS
information along with top view of the environment is shown
in figure 9.
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Fig. 8. Position and Orientation of the UAV (odometry)
Fig. 9. Top view and gps information of the environment
Fig. 10. Unstructured and illumination condition
Fig. 11. Odometry and keypoint features
Fig. 12. Total time response to process all the nodes
C. Case 2 : Open Field
In the second experiment, we fly manually the UAV in
wide outdoor space with a single large structure. There are
no other objects and features except the grass in the ground.
The computational cost of the odometry algorithm during this
test is shown in figure 15, with and average value of 17.789
ms and a maximum time of 38.37 ms. Here the complexity
occurs, when no obstacles or objects were inside the image
frame reducing the number of features to almost null. To
increase the number of features, we keep the altitude fixed on
1.5m allowing the system to take ground features to generate
the map. It have to be taken into account that the features
extracted from the grass (features) was affected by the airflow
created by the quadrotor.However, the system was able to
generate the map and localize the UAV successfully. Totally
78 nodes were processed in this experiment. In figure 13 it
is shown the generated map and trajectory of the UAV in
green and blue color respectively.
Fig. 13. Octomap and UAV trajectory
Fig. 14. top view and gps information of the environment
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Fig. 15. Total time response to process all the nodes
V. CONCLUSIONS
The presented work shows a real time online map gen-
eration based on graph-SLAM with loop closure detection
optimized using g2o which is applied on small UAVs. Two
different experiment have been done in different real world
scenarios. One in a low tree density forest (cluttered environ-
ment) and in a outdoor open space with reduced features. The
obtained results satisfied the real time constraints generated
by the stereo camera and the environment, with an average
of 17.78 and 9.691 ms. The odometery lost occurs, when
there was a completely lack of features for only 100ms. The
total number of node indexes processed were 190 and 78
in the cluttered environment and in open field respectively.
Though the outdoor scenario is mixed with uncertainties of
illumination and varying features, the experimental results
shows that our approach satisfy the real time constraints. As
a future work, the presented approach will be tested with
path planning algorithm along with suitable control system
approach to attain the collision avoidance task .
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